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B0WD0IN OR MAINE FAVORED
TO WIN STATE MEET HERE
Under Direct Supervision of Student and Ivy Charlotte Cutts AwardON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Hop Committee — Results of Week's Baled Third Prize

STUDENT ANNOUNCES CONTEST
Augusta Cohen
Wins Bates-B. U.
N E W S 8 FOR QUEEN OF IVY HOP; ANY
SUBSCRIBER ELIGIBLE TO VOTE
French Contest
PRACTICAL SOCIALISM
THE

Frcm n recent edition of the Lew•lon Sun. we took the following inresting comment upon the conduct
l
^ the city o* Milwaukee from an
iaodated Press dispatch:
jjilwaubee city Government, many
'r< tinged by Socialist thought
and
today starts a1 four-year
11 whil n
nroRi'-' "
' ventures further than
««v large American city baa ever
,one into the field of practical Soriill m.
dlsts are in complete control
of ih? ;• it>' ha"- They iproved it yesterday wnen a c'tv coun,c'l of doubt.-Ipolitical complexion voted for Socialist men and ideas, and gave
rousing support to Daniel W. Hoan,
veteran
Socialist mayor who began
■:; IT'.'1 year in office.
i; ihe program lai.1 down by Mayor
11,,:; :■ accomplished, the city will
he in the business of retailing coke,
and possibly eoai. The six hour day
-n] be in effect in municipal employ-

loting Published Next Issue

Sport Dopesters Accord Third Place to Bates,
With Colby Trailing—Supremacy of BowJoin Depends Largely Upon Larson,
Slav Weightman

Augusta O. Cohen. '.12 of Win.hrop. Mass. won first prize Monday
night, when Boston University and
Bates met in the first inter-collegiate
French oratorical contest ever to be
held In New England. Charlotte E.
More Democratic, Similiai
Task '32. of the- visiting team was
awarded second prize, while third
To Carnival Queen
place went to Charlotte Cutts '33 of
Lewiston.
The Student announces that it is
The Little Theatre was filled to
conducting in this issue the first of
capacity as President Cray arose to
two week's balloting to name a
welcome the visitors and announce
Expeci Adams In 440 Ami 220, Knox In 100, Jeffison In
queen of the Ivy Hop which will beir„„;„„„ 1\/T„^J-„1 T»;,-,*«„«- the opening of the contest. When his
hsld late in May under the auspices VaHOUS Mental Diseases Introductory remarks, delivered in
Mile, And Wliiiini In Two Mile Run To Gather
of the Junior Glass. Any subscriber,
Der Deutsche Verein scored anFrench, were concluded, he proceeded
Musi Of Bates' Feints
that is. alumnus, alumna, or undOTho
j
other
when
it
put
on
two
one-act
to call upon the contestants, w
plays Friday night at the Grace
graduate is eligible to vote for a
spoke
on
the
following
subjects:
By MARION CROSBY
Church, before a large and
woman member of the student body.
The state meet, to bo held here I Aside from these. Clayt Hall may
Charlotte Ta-sk, of B. U.. "Romain Lutheran
appreciative audience of students the last two days of this week, come through with a second in the
The results of the first week's
Holland
au^deseus
de
la
melee";
AuSeveial members of the ExperiBates total scorvoting will be published in the next
gusta Cohen, of Bates, "Les Salons and members of the local German promises to bring plenty of excite- quarter, bunging
issue, and the eventual winner of the mental Psychology Class, accompa- d'antan"; Frances Annis. of B. I'.. community.
ment to those who pay the dollar ing to a maximum of 31, barring
most votes will be announced two nied by tin' Instructor, Prof. M. .Madame Kectmicr et Napoleon";
and a half admission, with Bowdom miracles.
German Campos Guests Lead
Dates is utterly destitute of good
In the city ha'.l there will be a weeks from to-day in the Student. Howell Lewis, visited the Maine Charlotte Cutts, of Bates. "One Penand Maine fighting it out for the
State Hospital for Insane, at AuThe first play "Wie Man'.- Machl top honors, the former having some- men to Ml up the gaps in the field
municjpal bank where cfcizenis may She will b? installed at the Ivy Hop. gusta,
see
Inspiree
par
Pascal";
James
Ferlast Wednesday afternoon, in
ir. Ainerika" was B rollicking com- thing like a two point margin over events, and to act as seconds to the
The ballot is on the sixth and
i livings.
to study various types of ab- rigno, of B. It., L'Americain s'amu- edy in German. Mr. Labouvie of the the boys from Oror.o. if the results stars on the track. The hurdlers are
The city legal department will be seventh columns of the fourth page. order
se";
and
Prank
Murray,
of
Bates,
normal behavior. Dr. Elkins conGerman department took the lead- can be fore-shadowed correctly. also likely to resign the honors of
■tidying a proposal tfhat Federal They can be removed easily. After ducted the students through various "I'n Ami tie ton jours."
the day. With nobody on the Bates
role and also coached the play. Bates is due to take third place.
legislation 1)2 sought to allow mu- filling out, ballot one may be cast buildings and picked out cases to
M. .1 tiles Sacvarin. editor of the inc
von Mullet- was the heroine,
Bowdoins supremacy depends to squad looked upon as a point winl£palities to ic'Bue bank notes on from Wednesday upon the issue of illustrate different kinds of abnor- "Fraeo-Amei i ain" of Waterville an- Inge
Who falls in love with the a large measure upon what Larson. ner.
lie aime conditions as National the Student until Saturday night at malities, explained their causes, in- nounced thi decision of the judges Betty,
dashing young American much to star weight man. does with the disThe Dashes
nine
o'clock
at
the
Publishing
Assoafter
they
had
deliberated
for
a
short
Mi b.
sofar as they are known, the sympIi; ihe 100 yard dash, aside from
the consternation of her parents
Pay of city workers will not De ciation Office in Chase Hall. Mail toms, and the effects upon person- 'time. The winners received twenty- and in the disgust of Herr Stahl- cuss. If Fickett of Maine conn
over Larson.
Maine's Billy Knox. Means and Moulton,
five, fifteen, and ten dollars in sold mann, a pompous Gsrman who seeks through
,'oirered except under i>tresn of great ballots must bear a postmark no ality
both of Maine, have done near 10
chances
to
go
home
with
another
respectively,
t|ie
prizes
hawing
been
fmergency. Ths private contractor later than Saturday at 12 o'clock.
common forms of insanity,
her in marriage and who has no use victory soar way up.
flat, and are apl to be the chief
The contest is similiar to the ac- so The
made
possible
through
the
generosity
doing muni.ipal work will be passing
the students were told, are merefor the "uncultured" American who
Expi its look for the mile run to contenders for tallies. Doth these
out of the political picture. And tion taken by the previous Student ly exaggerated expressions of cha- of local Franco-Americans who have is wild like ore would expect, comfurnish the thrills. Nol that Jelli- Maine men figure also in the 220
a city worker will be delivering the administration in sponsoring the racteristics that are found in less consistently encouraged and co-| ing from a land Of Indians, rattle- son
will be especially pushed here, dash, with Moulton having a slight
selection of a Carnival Queen. It is, marked degrees in normal indivi- up.-ca:< 1 with the French activities snakes, and hears. Donald Bond and
milk in the morning.
but Booth, Of Maine, and Usher and edge on Means in this event. He has
however,
more
democratic
than
the
on
campus.
The
other
two
judges
Mayor Hoan waa specific in markduals. Two of the most common
Eva Sonstroem played the part- ol
wall of Bowdoin are all of about done 22.4 in the 220. McLaughlin.
ing the limits to which he believes previouseel^ecUon.Thistype^con-i forms were cxplained uy Dr. Elk- were I>r. Ernest Grir.'iiing. editor of Hetty's parents and Jeannette Got- Si
the
same calibre, and will be all Bowdoin's i tar all-round man, gave
test
is
already
popular
in
other
colthe
"Portland
Evening
News",
and
Socialism *hould go. "To avoid any
ii s.
tesfeld was Minna, the maid. Stan- about the same ir. the running.
Bell a good race when Bowdoin met
Miss
Adrienne
Belleau.
teacher
of
leges.
nikundL-i^tanding. I should like to
To illustrate the manic phase ol
ley Jackson was excellent as Herr
M. I. T. a short time ago, and may
Bates Has l-'om- Stars
The
Committee
in
charge
is
made
French
at
LewlstOfl
High
School.
The
manic-depressive insanity, a blind
make it clear that I do not desire
Stahlmaru, and both leading parts
Bates is practically sure of five be In the running.
up
of
Clive
Knowles.
Editor
of
tho
basis
of
Judgment
took
into
account
woman was used. The doctor exto have the city go into the general
wen' admirably acted.
McLaughlin, and his team-mate
first places, with Arn Adams unretail bu.-inesn. with the possible ex- Student, and John Dobravolsky. plained that she had been unable Si ■'■'. nee of composition, diction, The second play was "The Late beatable in the 440, and due tor Stan wood will certainly be rated fachairman
of
the
Ivy
Hop.
pronunciation
and
intonation.
to adjust herself to reality, to blindGuest", in English, and was coached
ception of milk and fuel," he said
blue ribbon in the 220 vorites in the hurdles. McLaughlin
Each person may vote once each ness and its depressing effects, and
The evening"-; program was bronchi by Evelyn Rolfe who is a member of another
in his inaugural address to the new
i-- expected i<> take first in the 220
dash, Billy Knoz is scheduled for
of
the
two
weeks,
signing
both
the
to
a
close
by
a
series
of
short
so she had taken flight into a subthe f-A Players. This was a de- win in the century, as well as a ; high hurdles, with Stanwood second,
oily council. "My 'proposal is that the
name
of
his
nominee,
and
his
own.
■
\),
H
liefrom
three
who
were
espejective realm where she could be
lightful •'• inderella" story of a
■eater of weights and measures be
to Adams in the 220, Jelli-atd these two reverse positions in
Interested in the promotion of young girl, llama-hen, who because second
authorized to market goods only The latter, which must be written. happy. And she was happy. She had cially
son
all
set to lake the mile, and the 12" lows. Florins, a Maine
such
activities.
Dr.
Kaoul
Lafond
of
when necessary to iprevent unreason- will be kept secret, but is required not a care in the world. She was Lewiston warmly congratulated con- of the financial straits of her family Whitten still the undisputed two Junior who was ineligible last wineasily excited, highly suggestible,
has to forego a dance that her sister
ter, looms strong here in both hurdable hold-ups in prices on the ne- to assure honest voting.
The Queen will be admitted free and her thinking was shallow and testants and coa.hes as well on the might attend. This means thai she mile king.
les, and is slated for third in both
cessities of life."
high degree ol excellence and ■protito the Ivy Hop, and will be recog- disconnected.
: Bee her friend and would-be.:
with Allen. Bowdoin, another strong
clency to which the speakers had atnized with an appropriate ceremony.
possibility.
Dementia I'l-aecox Common Disorder tained in their use of the French lover who expects thai she will be|
DEPRESSION EDUCATION
there. While Bhe weepa over h< r
The Middle Distance l.vents
A
common
form
of
disorder
is
language, U .oute-PhHippe Gagme,
bi ,- grandmol hi r, symAccording to Professor Jesse B.
Arn
Adams reigns undisputed in
1
dementia
praesex,
which
expresses
editor of "I.e Me.-sagor". Lewiston's pathetic and young at In-art comes
Dan> .,{ the Boston University School
the
quarter.
Clayt Hall has been
itself
In
various
forms.
The
first
entenprizing French newspaper, and in comfort her, and then, very tniof Education, the .present widespread
improving a good deal recently, and
symptoms of this disease usually one of the most enthusiastic sponsors expectedly Men- Krause, Hanneconomic depression is to a large
may take second. He can do 51, as
appear in comparatively young peo- fo the contest, expressed his appre- i hi :;'- Mend, arrives with some
degree responsible for many of the
can Thistlewaile of Bowdoin. Lary,
ple from 20-40 years of age. It may ciation for Ihe efforts of all those flowers. He is entertained at the J
revolutionary changes that are being
who was considered last year a
he the result of defective heredity. who helped to miake the evening a house and the two young people
suggested and adopted in the field
coming man in this event, has been
that is. insufficient supply of energy success. Dr. Omening brought the have a wonderful time singing and
developing very slowly this season,
of education. At the various meetings
lor development through adoles- evening to a fitting climax, when, in dancing, till the parents of HannA
radio
debate
at
eight
o'clock
of national educational societies, recence to normal adult life. Or it may a few well chosen words, he stressed chi ii come home. Everything turns tonight closes the series of fresh- and is not expected to qualify. Wensearch boards and committees which
was unofficially clocked at 50
result from the inability of the per- the incalculable value which such out happily for Hnniu'ien and her man debates. Robert Lawrence and dall
he has attended at Washington and
son to mac adequate adjustments contests hold for college students suitor.. Hannchen and Herr Krause Gordon Jones will advance the pro- 4--"> seconds recently in the 4 40.
Word
was
received
on
the
Bat*s
Booth
Of Maine is expected to
other cities recently. Professor Dathe environment.
and the public as a whole.
were played by Marian Blake and position that the several states take second in both the mile and
vis, has been greatly impressed by campus early this week of the to The
doctor introduced the group to
—•
:<>:
loberi Kroepsch. Elizabeth McGrath ghonijd enact Isglslation providing the two mile. He usually enters
Robert
the effort that is being rniade to im- death of William Adams Hoyt of the a fine looking woman, who had been
and delightful I jor c oinpulsory unemployment, in- both. In the two mile run. Gunning,
intade a charming
prove present educational methods class of 1S80 who died in Boston , a talented singer with a promising
.1 .,>.., 1,....
Tl.rt
niirn"! » n <T
(taut
grandmother.
The ..•ii
supporting
cast '
ance. Gardiner High School, re- also of Maine, and Lavender, .if
on March 10. He was buried at his aoperatic career before the onset of
and organization.
was
as
follows:
Judge
Helbig,
Klden
home
in
Pemaquid.
Maine,
where
presented by Francis MacFarlane Bowdoin are good men.
Professor Davis for many years has
this
dread
disease.
She
was
now
suiiDnstin; Fran Helbig, Violet Blan- and Mary Donovan will uphold the
With Jellison not entered in the
served as an active, member and he retired a few years ago.
to delusions and hallucinachard; Ifalchen, Gertrude Diggery; negative Of the question. Scott Tre- half mile. Shaw of Mail e is the faHoyt was the author of "Love of ject
officer of several educational organition;
and
while
she
remembered
the maid. Margaret MacBride.
worgy, former Bates debater, is the vorite, having done 1 minute 58 and
zations. He has served as president Nature as Basis of Learning and some things from her past life, her
coach of the Gardiner team and the L'-.") BSConds in this event. Bowdoin
of the National Vocational Guidance Teaching Science". Upon graduation whole thought life was a contused
Gn am II Choir Entertains
manager of the debate.
will split up the other points here,
Association, president of the Second- he became principal at Kockport. jumble. She was given to making
Arnold Ruegg was stage manager
An engagement of interest to
During Ihe past semester, the with Sewall. Usher, and Fox formary School Principal's association and later going to Cumberland. Medway. immoral and profane remarks. put
announced and Marjorie QoodDOUl was COStUme freshman squads have been debat- ing a powerful trio.
as New England representative on Mass., North Brookfield, and Augus- while she was apparently aware tna> Bates students was
Between Ihe acts the ing with various High School teams.
the national committee for research ta. Maine, in the same capacity. He this was wrong. she accepted no la-: Wednesday evening at the home mistress.
The Field Events
in secondary education. In 1929 Pro- received his master's degree in blame for it. Someone who did no' of Miss Catharine Nichols, SS Bart- German choir sang two numbers, j They have met teams from BuckColby may begin and end its
The
choir
comprised
of
Rev.
and
j
lett
Street.
Lewfeton,
at
an
informal
1884.
From
1894-1904
he
was
sufield,
Deering,
Hallowell
and
Gardifessor Davis was a delegate to the
scoring with Robinson, who is pickher had put the words on her party given in honor of Rosamond Mrs. Fehlau. Miss Irmella and Miss
International Educational Conference perintendent in Brookiield. Mass. In like
lips. She herself did not say such Durrell Nichols and Elden Herbert Verona Fehlau. Miss Erna Hoffman. I ner.Freshmen participating in these ed as first placer in the broad jump
1904
he
became
connected
with
the
at d the high jump. Robinson, howat Geneva.
Boston Public Schools in which ca- things.
Dnstin, both well-known Bates se- Miss Betty Sharpies, Otto Fehlau. I debates have been. Lillian Bean. ever, is judged wholly on past perHe continues:
pacity he remained until 1909 when
Like Any Hospital
niors. Red heart jig-saw puzzles Tngurd l'ehlau and Erich Kramer. John Dority. Gordon Jones, John formances in this respect, the fact
Changes in System
Mrs. Lawrence Dexter was accomhe joined the staff of the Custom
Those who have seen only the ex- kept the secret until solved by en- panist. Following the program a Khouri, Robert Lawrence, Charlotte that he is said to do poorly in comLongley, Howard Norman, and Ray petition being disregarded. That
"The experiment which is being House, in Boston, where he served terior of the State Hospital with terprising guests.
until his retirement. The birthplace its grim stone buildings and barred
Miss Nichols, daughter of Mr. and fine musical stunt was put on by Stetson.
might change the complexion of
made in the state of California is of of
William Hoyt was Winthrop. windows will be surprised to find Mrs. Roger W. Nichols of Portland, the- Fehlau brothers who cleverly
these two events. Robinson has done
particular interest to those connected
and
humorously
Introduced
memgraduated
from
Portland
Hiali
Maine.
the interior comparatively bright
with colleges and other institutions
6:12 in the high jump. Stanwood of
bers
of
the
Bates
faculty
who
were
School
in
19
28
as
class
salntatorian,
and cheerful, at least as much so as
Bowdoin, of course, is a strong comof higher education," said Professor
present
as
well
as
other
prominent
and
has
been
active
at
Bates
during
in any hospital. There are many
petitor for high honors in this
Davis. "In the new arrangement that
people
in
the
audience.
Dr.
Leonard
her
four
years
here,
as
a
member
wards and private rooms, all imevent, and Adams, a Bowdoin freshlias been adopted there, the student
who introduced the evening's proof
W.
A.
A.
board.
Alethea
club.
La
maculately
neat,
and
furnished
with
man, is expected to give the vetattends four years of junior high
gram
also
spoke
in
appreciation
of
Petite
Academie.
and
the
staffs
of
white iron beds with clean white
erans some competition, along with
school, followed by two years or
the Student and Mirror. She was al- the fine support of the local Geri
spreads
There
are
sun
parlors,
and
Sleeper of Maine, and Kramer and
junior college combined, before enso Secretary of Ramsdell Scientific mans and of the specialty features, j
living-rooms
with
attractive
furniBangs of Bates.
tering a professional or technical
DV
club and was elected to Phi Sigma Some time was spent in group sing-; (JonuUCted
ture,
radios,
and
often-times
flowEither Knox or Sampson may
course in the university. This new
Iota honor society her junior year. ing of popular German songs and
'
ers
There
is
a
regular
training
score one point in the broad jump
Plan, which greatly resembles the
the
evening
was
wound
up
with
a
Dustin
has
been
prominent
in
i school for the nurses as in any hosfor Bates, if they feel right that
European system, will undoubtedly
circles of the college: social get-together and refreshpital and laboratories for dental literary
The Bates College Outing Club day. However, McLaughlin and
have considerable influence among
Editor-in-chief
of
the
Mirror,
retired
ments.
' work and physiotherapy.
jsent Edward Decatur '3 4, Fred Don- PI iring are rated ahead of them.
educators throughout the country.
Managing Editor of the Student,
Maine seems to have a clean
ald '33, and Paul Carpenter '33 as
' "The effects of the depression have
member of La Petite Academie. of
delegates to the Outing Club Con- sweep in the pole vault. Webb havbeen felt particularly in the matter
Der Deutsche Verein. Phi Sigma
ference held last week-end at the ing done 12 feet plus. Hathaway
of master's degrees. Many college
Iota and Delta Phi Alpha, the latter
mount Summit House in Moosilauke, and Havey 11:8%. Dill, Bates
two'honorary language societies.
graduates have found it Impossible,
Thirty-five men students transN. H. The conference was sponsor- State Champion two years agef
He was recently initiated into Phi
because of existing economic con- oorted three car loads of facing
ed by the Dartmouth Outing Club might, if breaks come his way, be
Beta Kapa and was one of the eight
ditions, to secure positions and there- Stone? a'nd ten bags of cement and
for the purpose of an open discuss- in the scoring.
men taken into the College Club
fore have returned to college to study sand to the summit Of *«:?*££
Discus Important Event
ion of the various problems of those
for a master's degree. This is indeed last Friday, to be used in thecons_
this
year.
With Larson and Fickett. Alley
The first student assembly since
Guests at the party were Eleanor
a commendable step, but I am afraid truction of a cairn «nich ^Vf" the spring elections was held in the
John Dority of Blaine and Mar- Interested.
Delegates from Yale, New Hamp- and others liable to do anything in
that too many students today are logy Department and thep Outing Chapel Saturday morning. Robert Nichols of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. garet Perkins of Portland were vic- shire.
Bates. Smith. Mt. Holyoke, the discus, the outcome of this
Frank
Butcher
of
I^wiston,
and
the
torious
in
the
finals
of
the
second
•ieking the advance degree just for
Swett '33, newly elected president following Bates students: Dorothy
Skidiiiore. and Vassar were welcom- event will be eagerly watched. It is
C1U
r
ld S
semester
division
of
Freshman
Prize
the dollar and cent value that K
This ca^ is" -to be faced with of the Student Council, presided.
only event in which a Maine
Virginia Lewis. Anne Ha- Speaking, held Thursday. May 5, in, ^d in Hanover Friday morning by the
will mean to them later on. I am specimens of Maine rocks Somei of He announced the
outstanding Diggery,
Dartmouth representatives, and the man and a Bowdoin man clash for
milton,
Gladys
Goddard,
Grace
Page.
the
Little
Theatre.
As
usual,
seven
afraid that the far-seeing student, these were collected at the Kelt* events for the rest of the year and
first place with no other college
Robert LaBoyteaux. men and seven women were chosen I facilities of the Dartmouth Outing abothering,
amassing knowledge for the sake of quarry in Auburn and1 at the CrtV then introduced Ralph Long 3- Edwin'Decalur.
and may be a criterion
Club were open for inspection. In
Clinton
Osbom,
Thomas
Musgrave,
to
participate.
Because
of
the
exhis own enlightenment and enjoywho spoke on the State Track Meet Robert Manson, and Valery Burati.
the evening the party climbed the upon which to base figures for the
cellent
work
of
all
the
speakers,
it
ment, is a type that is rapidly disap- donated by the John
which will be held here Saturday, No date has been set for the wedto the Summit House, meet's ultimate outcome. Larson
was difficult for the judges, Mrs. A. mountain
pearing in our country.
numental Works. Blocks of North 1
where the Summit crew had arrang- has the slight edge, according to
A.
Hovey,
Mrs.
R.
G.
Berkelman,
ding.
city
for
"While attending a large assembly jay granite used by the
previous performances.
Long availed himself of the opa program for the week-end.
*iid Mrs. S. F. Harms, to decide ed The
The hammer and the shot both go
of educators at the national capitoi cobble stones were given for the portunity to retaliate to a statemost important accomplishupon
the
final
winners.
a month ago, I was surprised to learn corner work, Several trips were ment made by a Bates Alumnus
ment of the conference was the es- to Bowdoin. Galbraith being good
Dority chose for his speech "Ma- tablishment of the Inter-Collegiate enough to be rated Olympic mateof the change of policy '» regards to made to Greene. Deer Rips. Mount from this platform in the spring of
jors, Good and Bad", by Arthur G. Outing Club Association. This as- rial, and Niblock being a prospective
it
'he educational question that is be- Apatite, and to South Lewteton for 192S He spoke of the "sand
Staples. John has become well sociation was made up of the Out- record breaker having excelled it
ins made by the labor representa- special samples of gneiss. pePMW; takes to do the strenuous practise
known among his classmates be- ing Clubs of New England. In the BI veral times in practise. Maine and
tive. in the .past they have always diorite. and Maine limestone. B^ necessary to make the team and
Instead
of
having
the
customary
Sacause of his work in debating and formation of the plans for the fu- Bowdoin will split up the other
«°ught specialization in education sides these, approximated *»»*«» urged us to back our team oniaa"open
house"
this
year,
the
girls
of
whereby every boy studying in prepa- laboratory specimens were contn ufdav. Long, a prominent athlete Whittier House held a cabin party dramatic circles, especially in "Lady ture, three phases were especially points in both these events.
Wiadermere's Fan". Miss Perkins' stressed providing for: the tri-anThe javelin throw is a puzzle.
ration for entrance into industrial buted by' the Geology D^rUnen
t himself, stressed the importance of U Thorncrag
last evening.
fi sn
interests this year have also been r.ual publication of a bulletin which Stinchfield of Colby being given the
lif
e is trained exclusively in one When this monument is »' ^ ' Bates going into the meet with the
Those attending were:
Betty along
these lir.es, and her portrayal will contain programs and news of edge of Fickett of Maine, and any"snirit of wholesome competition
Particular field. So many men who will represent all the major rock,
state ..nd not with the desire to merely McGrath. Beatrice Neilson. Gertrude of the part of Lady Windermere was interest to the Outing Clubs con- body at all likely to acquire the
ar
e trained in only one form or of this state and many of tne
Stevens Virginia Longfellow, Con- very good. Her selection for the
cerned- an annual conference to be! other point for third place. Stinch"killed labor have 'been forced out minerals.
nie Fuller. Gertrude Ham. Joyce
01
KM MeClusky "32,
president of Foster Grace Gearing. Amy Thomas, Prize Speaking" was "Gretna Green" held winch will be similar to the re-1 field and Fickett throw in the
To Have Mounted Map
employment by changing econocent conference; and an informal 170's.
Athletic Council, read the pro- Jean Murray. Margaret Ranlett, by McKay.
■Uc conditions, that organized labor ru^norslaL,hofroc,k,t,,attwere the
Whatever the outcome of some of
nosed
amendment to the Councils Nancy Crockett. Sylvia Shoemaker,
The prizes this year have been week-end each year during which
ea d
J» now urging the establishment of m
these events, the score of the win. ... . T)1P amendment, which Rosamund Shatt-ck
Constitution
Betty DureU, reduced to $5. Winners for the first any membei of the Association ning
broader educational courses. They
combination cannot be much
election of cheer- Josephine Springer, Barbara Stuait, semester were Ray Stetson and
"'U« hope to provide in the future canV TrcolleWo^^heJacing re^^bfuie'council.
Continued on Page 4 Column :t
over 45.
was passed and their guests.
Charlotte
Harmon.
l T
° adaptability to a continually
by a unanimous vote.
••hanging civilization," Professor Da- ^ontdiuTedTn Page 4 Column 8
Y
* declared.
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inclined to believe that in this instance at least, the faculty is not
to be calumniate,! for their stand on the matter, and that much ot tincriticism which has been heard about the dormitories is u.nyarrantcd
Perhaps it is because of so much unreasoning criticism on the part ot
students that the faculty seems to have become mured to the shots
which are taken at them.
Uiidoubtedlv. the majority of the members of the facuIty wodM
no more think of this as a moral issue, than would the student body
at large. There are many other factors which enter into the question
which were not dealt with adequately by the petitioners. For
instance, sufficient attention was not given to providing for supervision of the courts, nor were arrangements made with those who
would be involved in providing equipment.
This is not in any way a condemnation of the group who proposed Sunday tennis.'for we heartily approve of their efforts in this
cause, and we know that they realize more than anyone else that
I hey have revised this petition, and are circulating it among the
students, we feel sure that it will be received in a favorable light by
the faculty when presented.
Perhaps it mifrht be well to invite a few representative students
to attend the next faculty meeting and present the petition. There
is little reason for having such a meeting conducted in secrecy, and
if this were done it might serve to develop a more frank and wholesome attitude on the part of the students toward student-faculty
cooperation.
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Campus Development
Follows Architect's
Scheme Of 1914

In Retrospect

By 1XHISK WILLIAMS

By V.ALKRY RUUTI

Most colleges have drawn development Plans
for the future. . Although there may be no Immediate
need for new buildings.
plans are
-"^V-de^addit.ons.id..

PROF. G. M. CHASE, GRfiEg
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the
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ELECTRIC BULLETS"

Sunday

Tennis

The Bravest Battle

Nay, not with cannon or battle shot.
With sword or braver pen;
Xay, not with eloquent, word or though,
From mouths of wonderful men,

But deep in a woman's walled-up heart—
Of woman that would not yield.
Hut patiently, silently bore her part
Lo! there in'that battle field.
Xo marshaling troop, no bivouac Song;
Xo banner to glean and wave;
•
And oh! these battles they last so long—
From babyhood to the grave!
Yet. faithful still as a bridge of stars,
She fights in her walled-up town
Fights on and on in the endless wars.
Then silent, unseen—goes down.

is safer, swifter, more dependable, and more comfortable

,,

Dr. Zerby Scores

ot

* «*"* "'

«»>• Evoluti

nere as everywhere else.
Perhaps
In raCC, wiU evoIv« someday so that
an minds will be keen and healthy
enough to comprehend a sane lift
Philosophy. Then there will be an
end to sloppy thinking. We biologists
believe
it possible,
but Natur
very deliberate."

Undue Criticism
Dr. Zerby, chapel speaker of Friday morning, challenged those who
unwarrantedly criticise our institutions without first living up to the
best oportunities which these
provide. The very vital and penetrating
question was asked, "Have we the
nght to criticise if we are not faithful in the position to which we belong"? Needless to say. no institution is perfect, but
we should
be
certain that we have done our share
before unduly
condemning
R he'
said.
i
Dr. Zerby in addition paid a tri-l
hute to the thousands
of mothers
all over the land.
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Religious Groap Kleets Officers
Last Thursday the meeting of the
Christian Service Club opened with
a
brief
worship
led
by
V
Gardiner. During the business 'meeting the following officers were elected: president. Alden Gardiner;

GENERAL# ELECTRIC

SALE s'lun.
*».>... _ _ .
SALES
AND-ENG

** "*

V_>

I iSSS^iS9** H°>»wook: secretary.
Mildred Moyer; treasurer.
Wi
r ! rhy the le<i a
nn"-vv?
; Lt
"
OtaSWBi IU
What Should Be Our Ideal".

on

v,,',Ha|">inf4S ma'J°" be Ihe echo of
soul: u ie
, ,,P '" in"'"u
harmony
the mind." certainly •
—Stanley Baldwin
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Bates' Undefeated Debaters
i Announce Plans One'Third of Student Body
Close
Pne °f Best Seasons For 14th Annual
Attends Church Regularly

\ growing tradition at Bates has
to make the words debating
i ance; and the remaining S% divided
By Kl'GKXK ASHTOX
■ victory nearly synonymous. In
among the Presbyterian. Unitarian.
lkld of debating
this
the
college
Investigation shows that only a Greek Orthodox. Lutheran, Society
ins gained an enviable national and
little over one third of the Bates of Friends, Christian Science. FederLet-national reputation. Bates has
• u lent body, which was formerly j ated. Disciples, and North Deering
..,„. -earns to Canada, to Europe
required to attend church regularly, ! Community churches. These figures
and even around the world. It has
attends any religious service on Sun- do not give the percentages of the
niayed host to many international
day. Figure- bring out the fact that student body belonging to these
Plane for the sixty-sixth annual
'nis. some of which have come
of the Til students considered, different chuTChes but show merely
from England, Germany and the commencement at Bates have been
representing IB different denomina- the groups who as a rule attend
completed recently for the week-end
I>UilliPi"estion--, only 31% is .present at Sun- ; some certain definite church. Also
of June 10-13. The program follows:
I;...... I Number of A'ictories
A
larger
.preliminary
registration
day services. The records were, ex- I it cannot be supposed that the entire
Friday. June lO
than at any previous year for the amined at the Registrar's office and ; 14% who recorded no preference1
This year Bates finished one of'
a Co,,e e Summer s
tlte'mon successful seasons in the i Executive Committee of 'the Alumni '
"
*
«»'°" ban- the church affiliations noted. Then never do go to church since it is a
Bounced by Prof. Samuel P. Harms, the Investigation turned to the minis- well known fact that many students
debating history of the college, as i Council.
leads the twelve members of the I
2 p. m.—Annual meeting. Bates its director. The indication is that ters of the two cities. As far as was never definitely attend one certain
....,-„ inter-collegiate
Debating; chapter of Delta Sigma Rho De- the courses offered are making a possible Hi"1 clergymen of the differ- ! church but go from one to another.
ial appeal this year. Instructors ent churches were consulted and askIn connection with the distribution
. but it has been victorious in! bating room. Chase Hall.
tram all parts of the country are . 1 to give their opinion of the ! it is also interesting to note the perts.
N'ot
only
has
Bates
been
4
p.
m.—Annual
a
meeting. Phi coming -prepared to conduct a large
average number of students present ! centage attending of those who pro, , Sole undefeated team
of the Sigma Iota.
number of courses, concentrating on
keagu, but it has been victorious in
4 p. im.—Annual meeting and the English. Education and Soeiad on a Sunday. The figure given did fess to attend. Out of the number
not represent the same group of in- j recorded to be going, there appears
.j] of Its other con-tests.
On the lunch. Alumni Council.
Science groups. A more extensive va- dividuals as attending a particular on the average each Sunday 43% of
Canadian tour the Bates men achieval meftin
4i!™„\
,""
eGeneral
riety
of
Education
courses
i
ed fame In victory over the hither- ChlZni A*oc!ati©n. Alumni night, offered this year than ever before. church every week. It marely repre- ' the Baptists, 26% of the Congregasented the average number present tionalists, 92% of the Catholics,
to unbeaten Mount Allison team,
lu? to the recent passage of a State each Sunday. The total of these 22% of the Bpiscopaleans, and 25%
not lost any of "™" "¥\
;iie women have
Saturday, June n
|aw requiring the equivalent of a full si pa-rate estimates when figured of the Methodists. These five .repretheir debates, and the numerous ex9 a. m.— Annual meeting of presi-; college course for a secondary tea-' against the original 711 gave the sent the five highest percentages of
hibition debates have been of ex- dent and trustees. Libbey Forum
cher's certificate •
church preferance as given above.
percentage,
onal quality. This is the second ^J a. m.-Annual parade and carni-i
Tn,-; Humm„, s ^io]; wi„ „e „10
In a few cases the churches offer
that Bates has won the champin Different Religious Crania
Another interesting fact brought Young Peoples groups so that these
ionship of the League, a feat which
out hy the research was the number have been counted in as church
male- it pre-eminent in that organization. There have
been
other
nf sects represented in the enroll- services They represent a large part
ment of students. Bates College. of the students attending churches
when Bates has been undeoriginally a Baptist Institution, now in which they are held. The Baptist
feflted, there have been years when lun-l! iTn-m^rrinh
AT
J"8 a".d ,iom" a,lili,v- «*• ol" Ihe:» <■
udents from 16 different church for example has an average
Bates lias participated
in a larger
religj
Is 35% of the students l of only nine less at its young peoples
number of contests, but never
have
— to attend the Baptist church- own meeting than for its Sunday
<\\o been victorious
f in: 14%, the Congregational chureh- morning and evening services. Of
a as slie has had
the -■-. l :;■.. the Catholic churches: 6%, [ course here also there is quite a bit
Quimby may be
Prof B- thi QptecopaJ churches;
4%, the ' of overlapping since many who
„-, bis champions.
Sunday. June 12
.-or- Fisher, Could. Mabee, Qii-:mby.
The final League standing is as
3:30 p. m.—Baccalaureate exer- and Wright of the present faculty M thodist churches; 3%, the Uni- , come to the Young People's Service
onist churches; 3%. the Jewish have already been to church in the
follows:
cises, chapel.
will be numbered among them this
Won Lost
8 p. m.—Musical program, chapel. summer. Only tour out of the entire churches; 14%, no church prefer- morning.
C
Bates
0
Monday. June 13
group are graduates of Bates.
an
5
1
9 a. m.—Adjourned meeting of
The special features of this sestte
5
1
President and trustees.
Ivania
4
2
10 a. m.—Sixty-sixth annual com- sion as outlined In the catalogu • In■ "de, ...
les
the newly enlarged
Williams
4
2
mencement, chapel.
t
Brown
4
2
12 a m.—Commencement dinner, education department, a new series
in the social sciences, planned as a
Mt. Holyoke
3
3
alumni gymnasium.
Rev. Lyman P. Rutledge. a man
Frank Murray and Albert Oliver
Princeton
3
9 p. m.—Senior class dance. Chase cultural course; a course in a*
ttK Dtation
and debating, and the wall known in Unitarian circles, led of the Experimental Psychology
2
Yal4
Hall.
ning of the health course to Mas- an informal discussion group in class have made the announcement
2
Smith
3
The committee in charge is Miss op(
Chase Hall last Monday night. Mr. i hat a test for color-blindness will
0
Vassar
Dora K. Roberts,
9 5, Mrs. B. \V. ter's degree credit.
0
Rutledge came to Bates from DedThe social program i.s always am h.m, Ma8B. in behalf of the Unita- be given in Room 5, Libbey Forum,
Amllerst
0
6
Roberts, '99, Miss Mabel Eaton, '10,
next Friday, May 13th. The test is
rtant feature of the summer
Mrs.
Blanche
T.
Gilbert,
'25,
Brooks
51 a.l -i.t Committee.
Prospects Promising
in connection with a series of exQuimby. '18, Norman E. Ross, '22, ""'''■>■ Friday night a■ t lyltl B thus
The discussion centered around the periments on vision, light, and color
will
Although gradi ation
take Harry W. Rowe, '12, chairman.
\-'''ar ar,e„ ln «*««« '" Miss Mary altar nf personality which Mr. i that is being conducted by the class.
G ny '11 who is planning a
from the squad most of those who
:o:
Rutledge defined as "awareness of Anyone who is interested in deterSophomore Girls' Dance
' Ot social gatherings and enter-tainbore the brunt of this year's debatas a whole". He -pointed out that
: ments that hi.Is lair to prove attrac- in order to be aware of life one must mining whether or not he can tell
ing Professor Quimby looks
with
green from red. or blue from yellow,
The Sophomore girls held a coun-i tive. It is rumored Ilia; the edit
optimism to next year 's end javors.
.i- i lop all sides of personality, or who has any curiosity whatsoHe has a fine nuc eus o f experienced try club dance in Chase Hall, last hoard of last year's journalistic ef- religious as well as educational and ever in regard to his accuracy of
men in Lemieux. Murray and Sea- Friday evening. The hail was at- fort, The Campus Rumpus, Its being physical. The great men of the past color perception is invited to atmon, and the freshman class offers tractively decorated with
garden re-formed so that students of JourJesuti, Paul, and
Buddha tend. The test will be given to all
am may put tbeir class-room v re great because they realized that who come, if time permits. The laan unusual amount of talent to fill tables and umbrellas loaned by the
out the squad—particularly in such courtesy of the Lewiston-Aubuin theory into practice.
part of a universal life boratory will be open from one to
men as McLean, Norton, Perry and; Awning Co. Novel refreshments in
an I !>■ rause they were naturally sen- four.
Pierce. Miss Carter,
Miss Hamlin '• the form of sandwiches, cookies, and
ATHLKTIC COrXCII. MEETING
sitive to spiritual beauty. In develop-;
and Miss Sonstroem will form the j pop were served.
ing the religions sile of personality.:
The meeting of the Athletic ('nun Lnt -llectual and physical strength
In a physics exam at Lake Forest
backbone of the women's teams.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson and
was asked,
In the league next year Bates! Mr. and Mm. Berkelinan were chaper- •it scheduled for last night to con- grows. Then the senses of fear, die- College, the -question
will debate Brown, Princeton and ones. The music was furnished by eider, the appropriation for a golf
Who is the greatest engineer the
on, and failure are loct. and
fund suggested by the Student could
Smith at home, and Wesleyan, Will-1 Gil Clan-perton and his Bobcats,
i- 1 ■;'• only a great desire to world lias ever produced and why?"
A freshman answered,
"Hoover"!
iains and Pennsylvania away. The.
The committee for the dance was: not be held for lack of a quorum live the whole life.
League winner is to participate in Marjorie Reid. chairman. Doris Neil- The election of football manager was
Because he ditched, drained, and
:o:
an international radio debate with : son, Ruth Bowman, and Mary Gard- also postponed. They will be con"People mistake hilarity for hap- damned the United States in two
sidered early in June.
piness." —Dr Elmer 11. Stoffelbach. years." Donkeys, are you listening?
(txford and Cambridge Universities. | ner.
ome

Annonce Program
For Commencement

t-e2 JLTSTSSday

Exercis6s

Summer Session

List of 23 Instructors
Includes 8 Doctors—
18 Return

"1 S8-2^ ^«

' ft*

Square Table Members
Discuss Varied Topics

TIIREV

Daughter Born to
Mr. and Mrs. Zerby

Johnson,
Reynolds.
Goldsmith,
Boswell, and others gathered reguProf, and Mrs. Rayboru Zerby are
larly for their evening of discussion,
and Longfellow,
Lowell. Emerson,
,iug congratulations on the
Hawthorne. Wbittier, and others birth of a daughter, Elinor, at the
held regular meetings of the SaturMaine Genera! Hospital Monday Night Club. In line with these
famous
gatherings is the Square day morning.
Table of Bates College. This informal society is composed of six members of the faculty representing si\
different fields. From Prof. Berkelnian though Profs. Lewis. BertOOCi,
Sawyer, Myhrman. and Zerby, there
is represented a broad and Inclusir.
Beauty Shop
group of fields. The group meets
every second Monday night at one
CO-EDS ;—
of the members' home, and here
the host speaks for about two hours
Stop iii and
on his field of work or some branch
|, j us add thai finishing touch
of it. Following that there
is an
informal discussion
which lasts
of beauty. PERMAN'ENT and
sometimes far into the night.
No
FEVGER WAYKs a specialty.
attempt is made to arrive at any
TELEPHONE 3077
definite conclusions concerning the
topic discussed but there is met ela thorough-going analysis of the
subject. Such subjects as Art, Systems of Psychology, Heredity and
Evolution. Racial Differences. Modern Religion, and Thinking have already been surveyed this year.
Of late years this type of informal faculty meetings has been inA Profession for tkm
creasing. Throughout the American
College Woman
colleges today we find Ibis thing
interested in the modern, scientific
agencies of social service.
more and more prevalent.

DEWITT

School of Nursing
of Yale University

This is not an
Expensive
Store.
It may Look it

Lyman Rutledge Speaks Psychology Students
At Informal Meeting
To Hold Vision Tests

and our (.
may Look it.

SUITS

s

Tne thirt/ months course, providing
an intensive and varied experience
through the case study method, leads
to the degree of
BACHELOR OF NURSING
Present stndcnt body includes graduates of leading colleges. Two or more
years of approved college work required
for admission. A few scholarships avail,
able for students with advanced qualiflcations.
for catalog and information address:
i
^
The Dean
The SCHOOL of NURSING of
YALE UNIVERSITY
KEW HAVEN
:
CONNECTICUT

from

$22-50

LE

to

$40.oo

ESSAGE

Extra Pants
$&.00 if you
need them.

•

-a

<*

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

Job Printers

?*$&■ mm

Publishers
SAY

IT

WITH

ICE

CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

225

LISBON STREET

Bales 1904

Get that OQMWi

NAPPY
PORTSWEAR
COLLEGIATE GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
>A Y T I M E
ANCE
I N N E &

D;

Frocks for

Charge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St.,

What those sisters
can't do to a tune!

Lewiston, Maine.

CORTELL'S
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

X"

SCHOOL PAPERS

BOOKSt

YEAR

«r>.

MERRILL & WEBBER CO,
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99

MAIN

STREET, AUBURN,

MAINE

PROGRAMS

K.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

_8

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS - - WATCHES

80 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON MAINE.

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801
Phones
114 Bates Street
LEWISTON
MOST

COMPLETE

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

AND

Fogg's Leather Store

1

TAXI
4040
171 MAIN STREET
■

.

E.D.T.

^—'i

WHEELER
Clothing Co.
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. \~

COLUMBIA COOit-fo-COadtNETWORK

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings
Special discount given to Bates Students

£ 19)2. LIGGETT ft Mms TOBACCO CO.

and

Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston,

-

Maine.

GROUND 1'I.OOR

LEWISTON, MAINE.

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.

\.vezy \honday cmt/"\/uw)c6iy cwenmy at 10-30

PORTRAIT—Commercial

UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

123 MAIN ST.,

Harry L. Plummer

BILL
The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds Efi
C'HASK HALT,

HAMMOND BROS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Portraits and
hMata«

Commcrcinl Work and
Amateur Finishing

138 Lisbon Street
LEWISTON, MAINE

II
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Patronize our Advertiser*

-The 'fear leaders' of today were
Ma

5PDRT5
CDnPEMTS
liv Vl\< K\T BELLEAC
B.ITKS STATK >IKKT
ST(M K IS BKM>\\ PAR
The Statp Meet U- here again, with
the iieiial speculation, and Bates'
stock is way below par. Though
Arn Adams.
Whitten. and
Knox may be ejected to bring in
25 points between them, possibly
two or three more, the lack of good
second plai'P mwi mak-- it impossible
to jtreteh th •
- Ltton and hope
for any more tor o'.ir ilma maier.
SECOND PLACES FEW
AVI> VKRY KAK BETWEEN
B-side.; the men mentioned above.
Clayr II ii'. arno h.i- lone good work
in the 4 tn. may possibly come in
aecond in hi- event, though he has to
fight for that piace with ThUtl-waite
of Bowdoin. who ha- been known to
do better than 51. Snii'h may surprise and come through in the half
mile for another point, and Sampson
can broad j:imp for another third
place if he !'•■■
Saturday, but
we stop here
REASONS FOB LACK
«)K TRACK MATERIAL
The lack of men representing the
Garnet in track thi^ y-ar is ■ }■;■■ to a
■~ whi.-h could
be remedied. In the first place, four
tetter-men. all pontential
pointgetters, have !>••'-!> doing absolutely
nothing in th» way of
ment
this
.. men who have
show-I promise have 1<*« all hopes
to p!afe in events in which we were
well represented
in the past and
have quit track. Notable exceptions
to thi:-. Smith and Raymond, two
Sophomores, are exported by C
Thompson to do something before
they gra i ;
WO COMPETITION
HIRTS TRACK CHANCES
But the chief reason for th
city (if track men is the decided lack
of actual competition in which Bates
is taking pan Me ■ mx. Good track
men cannot be expected to stay out
just for the sake of future development when they see there is no
chance for them to take part in any
of the meets. Freshmen cannot be
asked to take a deep interest in the
sport if
not. given a few
meets in which they can show what
they can do.
Only four men can enter in each
event in th^ State meet: a very (i ej
are good enough to make the New

[lands and

[ the national

gaimes: this left, this year, onfly the
New Hampshire meet for the track
men. and only 20 men were taken
on this trip. The other men work
day in and day out with no objective
except, perhaps personal physical
training, which might be bad in more
ptaksanf »

Bates Track Men Bates Over Colby State Meet Tickets Lamb '35 To Head
New Riding Club
Lose to Wildcats Yesterday; 5-2
By Wide Margin
At Waterville
Adams, Hall, Knox Win, Garnet Off to Four Run
Two Freshmen Take
Lead, First Stanza
The High Jump
I i (by renter day
The Bates varsity track -earn received a severe trouncing Saturday
afternoon, when the strong University of New Ham;>id piled
up a score of ST points to top the
Garnet runners, who gathered
tS
points, in a meet held in the Wildcats' territory in Durham.
The day was one of combined
disappointments and surprises for
the Bobcats. Coach Thompson I
that many of his men should b
done better than they did. i
running eventBates
:
where they were moat
and
in the wei::
to materialize, whicb for once was
being anticipated in that division.
Mile Record Broken
A new record was
I :n
the mile run when Noyea of New
Hampshire beat out Jeilison. Garnet distance man. in 4 minutes and
261.5 seconds.
Noyos also edged
the local runner in the 880 yard
run. finishing with a terrific sprint
which JVllison could not quite
match. Anothre of the afternoon was the thrilling duel
the two mile between Captain Norm
tten and Dave DeMoulpied
New Hampshire,
New
apion in the event. The li
'A'
along
for
laps with Whitten at his ihOUl
and then gradually increased
his
pace until at the finish 1.
Bates
m
ring to take
lead, was nosed out by littl" more
than a yard. In th« 140 yard run.
Hall and Adams, the only Bol*
entered, were not pr—
tin}'
great degree by their oppontook the first two places with y
to spare. Billy Knox led the pack
to the tape in the 100 yard
ng out his nearest competitor
good two yards. T
ard
dash also was seized by the Gar:
Adams and Knox taking first and
second respectively.
Waag.ii KIM—I star
The high-jump proved to be one bright spot in the bevy of fl
events. For the first time in ma
a moon Bates held a monopoly of I

•toon at Waterville. 5-2. It was
Series loss. Errors
wi :■•■ mixed in the firs- I
lead. Another
and Millet's -rong
. men on b.
«ras
ninth when she
two runs, and t.
but Millet put down the
rally
g j| Namara.
EHE
. I II 1
II — 5 7 5
II o 0 II II 2—S 7 3
But
I Brown: A.
Thomas.

Han:

jump. Two freehand Kramer, tied for
with Kimball of New
feet, ten and oneThis accomplishment

'"ollege record for

Bat<-s A. A. ticket books will not
b>- good for ailinission to the State
Meet. Tickets for the meet will be on
-ale today, Thursday. »n<1 Friday
aii.rno«>ii.s, from l::{«>-4::lO. in the
lobby of the Alumni (iviiinasium.
Due to the intense interest in this
year's meet. Bowdoin has reserved a
block of 300 tickets, and Maine has
reserved 300. all of which they claim
-ell.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?

Twenty-five riding enthusiasts met
Monday night in Chase Hall and
organized formally into a club, the
Boot and Saddle Club, which is to be
affiliated with the Outing Club, and
will have Buck Spinks as its faculty
adrfeor. Bob Lamb '35. instigator
of the movement, was elected president of the club by a unanimous
vote. .Mary Gardner '3 4. was elected
vice-president, and John Edwards
'35, secretary-treasurer.
Continued from Page One
A constitution was drawn up. and
:g to will gather for mountain will be presented to the proper
climbs and trip-. The Bates College faculty committee this week. It proOuting Club voted to join the Asso- rides for club rides, under the superciation at a meeting held Monday vision of the advisor. Any aspirant
night.
/or membership will have to take
On Saturday morning the differ- two rides with the club and pass by
ent departments of the Outing Clubs a two thirds vote before he is adseparate conferences to discuss mitted into the club.
j
rs of interest to each departThe Boot and Saddle Club has acMoving pictures of winter sports cess to the hor&ee of the Burns stable, and plans to lay out trails all
- were shown on Saturday eve-1 over
the surrounding country-side.
ning to the group and old stories of.
were told by the members, Lamb, the president, has had conle Summit
Crew concerning siderable experience as a summer
riding instructor and is deemed veryMoosilauke.
The conference ended Sunday I competent to direct the destinies of
tag in the descent from the the club.
mountain and the return to Han-

Harvard University Dental
School offers an unsurpassed
course in this field of health
service, with emphasis on medical correlations. A "Class A"
school. Write for catalog.
Um "■ S. Miaar. D.n.o.. no.. Own.
D»«t.«7 . IM Lwiwood An.. SMIM. ■«•».
THE

Outing Club

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

23d Mam St.
«-

-*

NOTICE
All Crew Member*. Supervisor; '
explains »nd Student •mbaeription
people who wish to avail rhem-.
opportunity for free scholarships nude w
sihle through the rourtesy of the
\I i.azino Publisher* again tfcil j
requested to apply to the national
M. Anthony S«eele Jr.. Bex 244. -a. ;..
Porta Ki.-o. stating nualitlcations
M. Anthony Steaie, ft.

PRESCRIPTIONS

gh-jump.
waver, proved to
k r'OT the local
swe<
-. Thayer and WhiteWUdcat
running
ma
- rteen points bet"
• be 120 high, and 220
. I
to build up much
: compiled by
me in third.
re produ.
nointment and hope.
ting off heaves good
• ■ond in the hamof. his trials and
was disqualiffe I,
Kramer,
III wise fouled on
throws which would have copped a
for Bates. ANew Hampshire took all places in
I ts.
In the shot, j
d out the 16 lb. ball
to pi
third 1
mouth. Bill Dunham, in the javelin throw, ma
third also with Ha
The broad jump.
In which the Bobcats had
- ore heavily, also turned i
Wildcat tallies. In this event, the
tiered wa i a I
t • 'ed by Billy Knox.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA POTTSTArs
LUNCHEONS
ITS •THE" PLACE

■

On Mount David
Coal ::". •! ::':>m Page One
as well aa the levelling "as
done by members of the Geology
ttment. and the rock fill was
loosened by the time-honored Sinti
method of sledge hammer
ilingi - Dr. Fisher used his car
tor the transportation of some of
nens. The masonry work
was done by Mr. Hall.
Among the rocks used were two!
mens of beryl, a single specimen of cinamon garnet, quartz.
mica, slate, cyanrte, and black
tourmaline. A mounted map will
be placed on the cairn showing all
the mountains, rivers, and lakes
le from the top under the best
onditions. This will probae donated by the State Forestry Survey. Nothing has been settled
on this point at the present time
but by the last issue of the Student,
all plans will be completed and full
- will be released then by Dr.
Fisher.

Bates Wins Two
Of Three Matches
Showing superior strength in the
doubles day. the Bates netmen defeated both Colby and Maine tennis
teams last week. On the Bates
courts last Wednesday, Colby was
defeated 5-4. Jacobs
and
Antinteamed up well to win decisively.
6-0. 6-2. while Frank Wood
and
Carter clinched the deciding doubles
match in straight sets. 6-1, 7-5.
At Brunswick yesterday afternoon
Bowdoin defeated Bates 7-2. Jacobs,
however, remains undefeated.
He
won his singles match against short
6-3. 6-2. eand teamed with Antine
to win 6-4. 6-0.
Journeying to
Maine Saturday.
The Garnet tennis men set Maine
back three times in the doubles.
Jacobs .Antine. and Ken Wood also
winning their single matches. Ken
Wood, by winning both his matches,
also earned his tennis letter.

DO YOU INHALE?

Berman's

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3604
College and Sabattus Street3

BASS MOOCAflDra AN'D SHOES
SL'EDE JACKETS
57 Main Street.
LavUtOR.
We can ihow you a rarlad selection ,[

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY

PRIZE

1 Sabattus St..

\

CUPS

FOUNTAIN

LEWISTON'. MAINE
Telephone M379
Hours. 1:30—6 P.M.

PENS

of all standard makaa

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

IERVALL

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LUNCH
44 Bates St.

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK

Geo E. Sohmi.lt

STANDARD

ENDS

CLOCKS

The Blue Line

Lewiston—fiamford—Farmlngtaa
.» l-ewislnn —
7 45 A.M.. 12.35 P.M.. 4.25 P.M.
'.» Rum ford—
7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
.» r'nrminictoD—
7.30 A.M. 12.211 P.M.. 4.10 P.M.

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

TIME

C O M P A H T

Fred C. McKenney
"J! Sabattus Street

Jewelers

CITIES aERVICE GASOLINE
and LCBRICATINQ OILS
WASHING and GREASING
Naareat Oaaolina Station to Collega

50 LISBON STREET
LaWjton, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMBrTTXL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Compliments of

BCIMiKT LIMITATION
ANOTHER HINDRANt E TO SPORT
We realize that meets, especially
Freeta
t- mean that the colmust spend money, and that the
Htom of the day is to cut budget
expenditures, but we are wondering
if this could not be done in some
r way. which would be a little
less deStr
ii the good reputation Bates was establishing for itself in the track field.

J. W. White Co.

James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St.. LEWISTON

-..

Telephone 4634-E

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

MORE ABOUT
INFORMAL SPORTS
We sugg at 1 last week the placing
of informal, or intramural sports
under a more organized basis. Events
of the past week seem to point out
the desirability of such a scheme.
A group of freshmen got together
and decided to organize a riding
club. All kinds of objections were put
up by Mr. Rowe's office, chief among
which was the lack of some central
executive control which could serve
as a link between the administration,
and the club. Why not put this under |
the head of informal athletics and
let this manager of informal athletics handle it'.'
Tom Lamey of M.irtinda.le offered
to coach a golf team. Nobody, however, saw fit to undertake the responsibility of selecting 6ix men to
make uip the team and to get them
together. This would come under the
head of the new department we sug'd. All recreational athletic activities should be put on a more organized basis, for the general good.

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS

Why are
other cigarettes
silent on this
vital question?

fi2 COl'RT STREET.

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question . .
because certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous purifying process. Luckies created that
process. Only Luckies have it!
Do you inhale? Remember—more
than 20,000physicians, after Luckies had
been furnished them for tests, basing
their opinions on their smoking experience,
stated that Luckies are less irritating
to the throat than other cigarettes.
Do you inhale? Of course you do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate
membranes!

Its toasted"
Your Throat ET^cte-acamtkrtate-at^toi^

_
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.'BL-R.V, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
2*

HOUR

SE RV I C E

"THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus
,

_ ,
Tel. 1817 W

R» W« CLARK
■^ -»--*- -*-^-

***** Dmggist

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

X

DO you inhale? Seven out of ten
people know they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Every
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he or she draws out of a cigarette.

TWILIGHT BASEBALL
PROVING TO BK POPULAR
The twilight baseball series seems
■to be attracting a lot of attention and
uncovering possible varsity material.
Two or three fairly good pitchers,
headed by Prk-her are looking good,
so far. Cole and MacDonald of the
senior team are the most outstanding
hitters.
MORE SPORTS: Bob Lamb says
that he could pack the stands and
bleachers both sides if allowed to
- an intercollegiate polo match
on Garcelon field, and we are inclined
to think he is right.... A coming'
college sport, this polo, and one way
of raising the revenue, isn't it?.... ;
A study in ethics, the difference!
between skating on a tennis court
which is under a coat of ice. on a
Sunday afternoon, or playing tennis
on the same surface: worthy of consideration . . . One young horse-riding
enthusiast says no. he won't play
golf, because it costs too much
money; a golfer, on the other hand.
will not take up riding because of
the reputed expense
involved...
We're investigating what looks to be
like a deserted amateur 8 hole golf
course about ten minutes from the
college in the vicinity of Thornerag
. . .Said yesterday's chapel speaker:
The calm Gene Tunney. about to face
the great battle with Jack Dempsey.
turns to his second and says: "How's
imy wife?". . . all right, but just who
was Tunney's wife at the time the
Shakespeare addict fought Deropeey?...

rule the-cheer^ers^l^

v

Pure Drugs and MndlcltiM
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit theji^^

s

Students

"Queen of the Ivy Hop" Contest *
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To the Contest Committee
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(Signed)
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*■ "Queen of *« Hop":
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